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Here you can find the menu of Indian Chef in County Durham. At the moment, there are 17 courses and drinks
on the food list. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What Grazia Grassi likes about

Indian Chef:
Indian Chef is a very unusual takeaway. It 's quite unlike many 'Indian ' takeaways that rely on a menu of

takeaway standards: korma, vindaloo, dupiaza. Indian Chef has a real, and very talented, chef who cooks dishes
proudly based on Bangladeshi cuisine. The menu changes as in-house recipes are added: Baingam with

mangos and aubergine, Modhu with coconut and honey. Wanting something simple and vegetarian, I ordered...
read more. What Zoe Phillips doesn't like about Indian Chef:

Ordered a chicken and prawn balti last night for 6pm got there at 5 50pm it was ready brought it straight home
which is a minute drive got it straight on to plates it was COLD no way was this just cooked it was last nights

warm up... chicken was not freshly cooked and prawns had no taste and where like rubber won't be back read
more. If you want to spoil your palate with a bit of culinary flair, this is the place to be: The imaginative Asian

fusion cuisine of the Indian Chef from County Durham - a delicious mix of traditional and the unexpected, On the
menu there are also several Asian dishes. Look forward to the enjoyment of tasty vegetarian menus, One also

prepares menus tastily and freshly with typical Indian spices.
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Sid� dishe�
STEAMED RICE

Lam� & Hähnche�
KORMA

Carn� d� Ma�� - vo� Rin�
MIXED GRILL

Frie� Ric�
FRIED RICE

Bread� & Ric�
PESHWARI NAAN

Condiment� an� Sauce�
CURRY

Restauran� Categor�
VEGETARIAN

India�
VINDALOO

BUTTER CHICKEN

NAAN

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

MEAT

COCONUT

HONEY

SPINAT

RICE

BUTTER
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